Covenant University
...Raising A New Generation Of Leaders

Do you know why candidates seeking university admission prefer Covenant University to others?

These proofs are self evident:

- Serene, safe, secure, pleasant and empowering ICT driven teaching and learning environment at Covenant University (CU)
- Well-stocked libraries and laboratories, unrestricted access to the Internet for study and research purposes.
- All CU programmes fully Accredited by the NUC
- Robust International Linkages with top-ranked global Institutions.
- Internship opportunities for Students in the United Nations
- Internship opportunities in Banks for Students in Banking and Finance
- Major hub for hosting Fulbright Scholars from the US: CU is the only Private University in this category in Nigeria
- Best Maintained Educational Institution in Nigeria 2012 (The Institutional Facility Management Award for 2012)
- Ranked Number 1 Private University in Nigeria (July 2011, January 2012 & January 2013 World Universities Webometric Rankings)
- Rated A in the NUC’s Pilot Institutional Accreditation (2010)
- Best Marketing Students Award of the Year at the NIMN Award 2011 sponsored by Unilever Nig Plc.
- All Students have at least 2 international ICT certifications at graduation
- The first University in Nigeria and one of the very few in Africa to start training SAP Consultants in collaboration with SAP University Alliances and SAP Education
- CU is the only University in Nigeria and one of the very few in Africa with both the Autodesk Authorised Training and Certification Centre
- Exemplary Graduates that continue to excel in Industry and Business.
- First University in Nigeria to host the Launch of UN Global Report (October 2011)
- CU is highly committed to developing the Total man, body, soul and spirit; And has a custom-built programmes to achieve this objective.
- We set the pace for others: Entrepreneurial Development Studies, Dress Code, high level of discipline and high quality education
- We are truly and doggedly committed to Raising A New Generation of Leaders
- Unbelievably moderate school fees
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